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Pulse is a double-blind, peer-reviewed graduate journal for the History, Philosophy, and 

Sociology of science. After four successful issues, the journal aims at continuing to build on its 

achievements, at integrating a wider array of contributors, and at expanding its international 

audience. The fifth issue is currently scheduled for publishing during the summer of 2017. Pulse 

aims to be a vehicle for thought-provoking and original research on scientific inquiry from a 

multitude of perspectives. We welcome a broad range of thoughts and approaches related to 

history, sociology, and philosophy of science.  

 

Previous issues have contained approaches including: traditional analytic as well as applied and 

empirically-centered philosophy of science, sociological approaches to science from 

constructionist approaches to statistical analyses, historical analysis of scientific research and/or 

its influence, feminist approaches to science, new materialism, biopolitics, technology studies, 

and philosophy of the mind and brain sciences.        

   

For the fifth issue of Pulse we welcome the submission of articles that engages with any aspect 

of HPSS and Science Studies, and from any scholarly perspective. We particularly encourage the 

submission of inter-disciplinary work and work that seeks to engage with intersections between 

academic approaches to, or perspectives on, science. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Topics could include, but are not limited to:  

 

 Complexity in the life sciences and systems-level research 

 Values in science, expertise, and inductive risk  

 Philosophy and physics of time 

 Neurophilosophy, mind and brain approaches to the study of consciousness  

 Feminist approaches to scientific research, new materialism, and biopolitics  

 Technology and scientific knowledge production 

 Medical humanities and digital humanities in the context of science studies 

 Philosophy of video games 

 Early modern natural philosophy, natural history, medicine & chemistry, early modern 

empiricism and experimentalism 

 Science and pseudoscience 

 Pragmatism, science, and philosophy. 

 

We welcome the submission of both short position pieces (2,000-3,000 words) and full articles 

(5000-7000 words) on these and related themes. We also publish book reviews (800-1000 

words), please get in touch if there is a book you would like to review. 

 

Submission Deadline: 1st March 2017.  
 

All articles should be prepared for blind review including the removal of authorship from the 

document file information. Submissions should include a cover sheet on a separately attached 

document containing: the paper title and short abstract (ca. 250 words) author’s name, affiliation, 

word count (including footnotes & references), and contact information. Article and cover sheet 

should be submitted in a .doc, .docx, or .odt (or similar open-source) file format. PDF 

submissions are also accepted but previously stated file formats are preferred where possible.  

 

All articles and related material should be submitted to: submissions.pulse@gmail.com 

 

For any inquires please feel free to contact us at pulse.scistudies@gmail.com please do not 

submit articles to this email address.  

For general information and to access previous issues of Pulse you can visit our:  

 

 Website: http://sciencestudies.ceu.edu/node/44253 

 Facebook Page: https://www.facebook.com/pulse.scistudies 

 ISSUU: https://issuu.com/pulse.scistudies 

 

The editorial team at Pulse is strongly committed to values of inclusion, diversity, and fair 

representation. This commitment applies to the content and topics of the work we publish, as 

well as to the backgrounds of the authors we work with. As such we have an active interest in 

working with those from underrepresented groups, as well as engaging with work that draws 

attention to imbalances that result in current or historical underrepresentation. 
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